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a week before battlestar galactica hit the airwaves, the star wars phenomenon was burning up the box office (1989). battlestar galactica opened on october 4th, 1978 to solid ratings and the second night was down a few points. although battlestar galactica still managed some strong ratings and was a profitable show, it had been mary's bloody weekend. ratings for battlestar galactica began to drop in the first half of the season and had only residual ratings. its audience was now over 1 million, but it had the distinction of being the only non-live hit on the air. all eight battlestar
galactica episodes in the first season are currently available on dvd. see episode battlestar galactica casts the story of humanity in the distant future where life on earth has become a desperate struggle to survive in a hostile universe populated by cruel, malicious, and even murderous alien space pirates known as cylons. battlestar galactica's second season seems like an afterthought, after having followed the second season series of the 1970s star trek. but then the galactica is just one of several battlestars, and no longer the flagship of the fleet. and there's a surprise: the

best episodes are found in the middle of the season. the first five episodes (seasons) are mostly basic setup, but the following three episodes (in particular, "the cloud" and "the hand of god") are exceptional. moore finds out what the colonial fleet is all about and acquaints the viewers with the cylons. then a mysterious prisoner/hostage (grace park) is brought aboard the galactica. what is she? and what is she fleeing?
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even though it was a pilot for the six million dollar man, the 1980 sci-fi series premiered right after battlestar galactica and became number one in its timeslot [ 6 ]. adding intrigue to the telefilm would be the questions surrounding the pilot of battlestar galactica. in that first episode, boomer (michael gibson) and his entire
crew was killed off (except for billy walker, whose fate remained unexplained and who was credited in the opening credits as a "guest star"). abc was very pleased with the ratings and all they had to do was produce a follow-up series. the network ordered a second eight-episode series, battlestar galactica (1980-1981) which
would become the highest-rated series in the network's history. regarded as a weak precursor to the battlestar galactica (2003) series, the new series moved the galactica to an alternate universe where cylons no longer existed. in 1980, nbc brought back the six million dollar man, which was cancelled five years earlier. the

series, set 20 years after the conclusion of battlestar galactica, starred lee majors as michael douglas' role, douglas henshall as robot-like character ripley, and don corwin as steve austin. ripley is a man who has a metal leg because he ran over a cylon on the galactica. (austin has no function in this series other than
occasionally driving the airplane, which was not in the original series, and playing a minor role as a mechanic.) the second battlestar galactica mini-series, was essentially a remake of the 1980 telefilm, and, like the first mini-series, was expanded to three hours and aired in three consecutive sundays in early 1981.
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